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This book provides guidance to readers who want to design and deploy business  solutions based on Microsoft SharePoint technologies. In this book, Hillier will  define the business case and scenarios for Microsoft SharePoint technologies.  Hillier will also review the installation, configuration, and administration of  business solutions based on Microsoft SharePoint technologies as well as provide  programming instruction, guidance, and examples for custom Web parts and  solutions built on Microsoft SharePoint technologies. 

	Chapter structure and coverage is targeted at getting started quickly with  the products and technologies. Will provide hands-on exercises for each chapter  
	SharePoint applications will be developed for the latest OS, Windows 2003  
	Provides a document management strategy and Office solutions for a large  corporate environment 
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Super Scratch Programming Adventure!: Learn to Program By Making Cool GamesNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		Scratch is the wildly popular educational programming language used by millions of first-time learners in classrooms, libraries, and homes worldwide. By dragging together colorful blocks of code, kids quickly learn computer programming concepts and make cool games and animations.

	
		In Super Scratch Programming...
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C++ for Engineers and ScientistsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The C++ programming language, which includes C as a proper subset, has become the
	preeminent programming language in the engineering and scientific fields. For most
	engineers and scientists, however, using the full potential of C++, which is a hybrid language
	containing both structured and object-oriented features, involves a gradual...
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Adobe Muse on DemandQue, 2012

	Welcome to Adobe Muse on Demand, a visual quick reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with Muse. This book provides complete coverage of basic to advanced Muse skills.


	Adobe® Muse™ on Demand

	Need answers quickly? Adobe® Muse™ on Demand provides those answers in a visual...
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Earthquake Engineering: From Engineering Seismology to Performance-Based EngineeringCRC Press, 2004


	Earthquake engineering (EE) is an integration of multidisciplinary knowledge in several

	areas of basic sciences and science-based engineering with the ultimate goal of reducing

	the seismic risks to socioeconomically acceptable levels.





	In the U.S., the first comprehensive book covering various aspects of EE was...
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Wearable Electronics and PhotonicsCRC Press, 2005

	Building electronics into clothing is a major new concept that opens up a whole array of multi-functional, wearable electro-textiles for sensing/monitoring body functions, delivering communication facilities, data transfer, individual environment control, and so on. Fashion articles will carry key pads for mobile phones and connections for...
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Getting Started in Six SigmaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Is the goal within the organization to be perfect in
every respect? Perfection is elusive, of course, but it
can and does represent an enviable goal. More importantly,
the concept of perfection helps everyone in the corporation
to develop a working model to maximize
excellent service at every level.

This is not a...
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